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the globe, and the substance known as the RocMna
dye) in the south east (41).   Similarly the substance knows*
as the Agaru should be offered in the  south  corner  of the
mystic   diagram   and   all   the  essential   articles   of   the
lioma ceremony should be offered in   four equal divisions
in  the north west with the stems of Kusha grass and by
uttering the Sadyajata mantra (42).   Then  an anchorite's
stick, a rosary, a warst cloth, and an alms bowl together with
coHyrium,  and a stick  for applying the same, saffron, oil, a
comb, a prepared betel leaf and a mirror should be presented
to the imaged god in the  front of the worshipper.   The
substance known as the Rochana  (yellow dye)  should he
offered to the god  and presented on the north side of the
image, a cushion, a pair of shoes, a bowl, a pair of cloth and
an umbrella having been previously dedicated for the satis-
faction of the image god Icana in the north east by uttering
the mantra held sacred to that particular manifestation of
Mahadeva^ (43—44).     The   sacrificial porridge containing
a quantity of clarified butter should be offered to the god
in the east, with perfumes, etc.
Then the holy threads purified by having been immersed
in the washings of the Argha offering should be brought
near the sacrificial fire hy repeating the Sanhita mantras
(45—46).   Then the worshipper having covered  the sajne
with a piece of hyde of the black antelope,  should medi-
tate upon the   eternal blissful one who without knowing
any change or modification in himself, divided the eternal
time into months and years and witnesseth all that takes
place in t^e universe, and is the protector of all created things*
Then the holy thread should be purified by uttering twenty-
one times the Sanhita mantra coupled  with the Sati and
Hati ones (47—48).   Subsequent to that, the room of wor-
ship should be girdled   with threads; and perfumes, etc.,
should be givten  to the sun-god after having previously
therein.   Then the worshipper should duly

